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200 students rally to protest changes
by Dennis A. Varner
intern news reporter
Friday afternoon, May 5, a protest
rally opposing decisions made by UAH
President Louis Padulo began in the
University Center Lobby, prior to the
University of Alabama School System
Board of Trustees meeting.
Among those gathered were students
and staff members. UAH student and
Housing Resident Assistant Suzanne
Stone started the rally by posing
questions on "Dr. Padulo's decision
making process." She questioned
duplicative funding for the
Administrative Science and Materials
Science Buildings "when those funds
are supposedly in the building fund to
start with."
Stone also questioned, "Who says we
want to go to the semester system?
Louis Padulo. Who said that we should
live in substandard housing? Louis
Padulo, not the students."
Also Padulo has stated that tuition
should be increased to pay for faculty
pay raises. However, graduate student
Guy McKay said, "As of fall quarter,
my Administrative Science faculty
won't be here. None of them will be
here. And yet, they want to increase my
tuition."
The response from the surrounding
group brought applause and
encouraged support to continued
opposition to the university
administration. Protesters gathered
signs for their march into the Board of
Trustees meeting.
The signs made statements ranging
from the apartment of Padulo's son, to
"Dr. Padulo is UAH's very own
example of a Dictator," to "Semester
System, Rent Increase, Tuition
Increase, Students say no! Padulo does
not care."
One particular sign, remarking
about handicapped parking, stated,
"Sorry, I'm late. Couldn't find
a
parking space."
Upon entering into the legislative
session, the chairperson of the Board of
Trustees, Dr. Winton M. Blount,

refused to continue with the meeting
until all signs were removed. Stone
then attempted to bargain with Blount
for a commitment of the Board to meet
with the students following the
meeting. Such an agreement was
understood to exist already; thus, the
signs were removed.
During Padulo's discussion in the
Board of Trustees meeting, he
addressed the attendees with a brief
outline of previously presented
material concerning the status of
UAH, past, present and future. He
discussed the past deficit of over $1.3
million, the presently scheduled
constuction. of the Administrative
Science and Materials Science
Buildings, faculty and staff salary
increases of one percent, and future
funding for these improvements.
There are four sources from where
the monies will come to fund these
improvements, according to Padulo.
These are state appropriations ("20-25
percent of what we actually spend");
gifts and jpresents ("... almost 100
percent are for scholarships and
eminent scholar contributions");
research (a resource which had been
dipped into until it is "at the point of
diminishing returns"); and finally,
tuition increase.
Padulo said, "Every time we can,
we're going to try to get better, and if it
costs us more, we're going to try to do it.
We're investing in the future, and the
students here are so good that they
deserve it."
UAH student representative Paul
Blum addressed the Board of Trustees
with his concerns for the future of
UAH. On proposals issued by the
present UAH administration, he said,
the students "feel they are neither
consulted nor appreciated." Blum
prceeded to deliver to the Board a
petition of over 700 signatures
(according to Stone), protesting the
"decision-making processes and
negative attitudes towards student
issues of President Louis Padulo."
The Board of Trustees adjourned
their meeting at 3 p.m., whereupon the

Students gathered last week at the Board of Trustees meeting to protest
increasing rent and tuition at UAH. Pictured above are some of the
protesters who were told they had to take their signs out of the room.
(photo by Rudy Setiawan)
executive commitee agreed to meet for
included in the figures calculated for
a short session with a group of
the University of Alabama in
concerned students. Blount was asked Tuscaloosa (UA) tuition, then the
whether the board is pleased with the graph may misleadingly place UA at a
choice for the president of UAH. He higher percentage for total semester
said, "Yes we are ....It is not unusual to hours taken per term than is actual.
have problems when you bring a new
Mason then presented the IEEE poll
of the proposed change to the semester
president to a campus."
Blount and other members of the calendar. The poll results were said to
Board's executive committee were reflect the opinions of over 2000
given the opportunity to hear and faculty, staff, and student members of
answer some of the problems of the UAH. The results were shown to be
protesting UAH students.
tabulated in several reference frames,
Stone said that Dr. Padulo's focus for all of which indicated a preference of
tuition increases has been on those the present term system.
students who will be taking 12
In light of concerns demonstrated
semester hours per term. These by the participants of these polls,
students will incur a 6.57 percent Mason asked that the Board of
tuition increase. However,she said, the Trustees consider these results. Also,
majority of students' course load was he asked that a clarification of the
"seven hours or less," reflecting a proposed change to the semester
greater than 6.57 percent tuition calendar be made. He said that letters
increase.
, have been sent to Alabama A&M
Norman Mason, a representative of
faculty and staff, and the letters state
the Institute of Electronic and
that the decision on changing to
Electrical Engineers (IEEE), semesters has been finalized.
mentioned potential inaccuracies may
However, Dowdle, John Hicks, and
exist in the graph which Padulo used to
Martha Sims have informed him that a
compare the three campuses. Mason
decision has not yet been made, and
said that if the health, activity,
continued to page 3
recreation, and athletic fees are

Student Government elections underway
The Student Government Associa
tion elections are under way as
students began voting yesterday at
9:15 a.m. for the candidates of their
choice.
Voting began again at 9:15 a.m.
today. The polls close this evening at
8:15 p.m. Booths will be set up in the
University Center, Morton Hall, the
Engineering Building, the Library,
and the On-Campus Housing mail
room.
Many of the candidates are running

unopposed.
The
candidates
position of Finance Officer. They are school of Administrative Science.
and positions are Michael Conn —
Joey Ceci, Milo Chang, Alex Harris,
The candidates for 12 month
president, Mike McCracken — vice
Kim Port and Hamid Salehinassab.
legislator are as follows: Andrew
president, Yvette Garner — legislative
C h e r y l B a n k s t o n a n d H a m i d Darrell Byrd, Tim Cobb, Ed Ditto,
secretary, Charles McEniry —
Salehinassab are both candidates for Doug Jones, Dena Livingston, Trishagrievance officer, Pan Mooning —
Director of Student Services, while Loring, Ben Masters, Cheryl Millard.
Publications Board student
Mohan Mullapudi and Rudy Setiawan Bart Alan Miller, Jonathon Phillips,
representative, and Student Affairs
are candidates for the position of Patrick Reumann, Kevin Smith, Carol
Advisory Board student representative^ Director of International Students.
Ann Vaughn, and Paul Edward
from Liberal Arts (Rebecca Dalzell)
Also, Amy Dickson, Gayle Franklin, Fisher.
and Graduate Studies (Mohan
and Lisa Gorman are vying to be the
Candidates for six-month legislators
Mullapudi).
student representative to the Student are Michael Gillaspy, Steve Guzman,
Five students are vying for the Affairs Advisory Board from the Dennis Varner, and Kyler Lafferty.
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Alumni Association holds annual awards banquet
by Jane Dudley
guest features reporter
Friday evening, May 5, the UAH
Alumni Association made its "Awards
of Excellence" for 1988-89 at a banquet
at the Von Braun Civic Center's North
Hall.
With the theme "Mission to
Excellence," David Branham,
outgoing president of the Alumni
Association started the evening by
naming some of the association's
accomplishments and affirming its
support of UAH President Louis
Padulo.

standing Student Scholar award to
Angela Willis, a junior in the Nursing
School, citing her 3.86 grade point
average, professional. commitment,
and leadership. The Staff Appreciation
award went to Director of Personnel
Services Gerry Moore, who has been at
UAH for 17 years, actively involved
with affirmative action and many
service projects.
Dr. Richard Wyskida was given the
Distinguished Faculty Award.
Branham cited Wyskida's work
bringing Eminent Scholars to the
university. Wyskida thanked the
Alumni Association briefly, saying
that much of the credit could go to

"many other people in a cooperative
venture."
Rep. James M. Campbell was
recognized for his strong support of
education with the Leadership in
Government Award. Campbell, who
was seated at the head table, spoke
briefly, urging UAH to continue its
program attracting world-class
professors.
Branham introduced Padulo, who
reminded alumni that their investment
in their education should only increase
through the years.
J.R. Thompson, who has an
hororary doctorate from UAH,
introduced the 1989 Outstanding

M don't want
a lot of hype.
I just want
something I
can count on.}}

Some long distance
companies promise you
the moon, but what you
really want is dependable,
high-quality service. That's
just what you'll get when
you choose AT&T Long
Distance Service, at a cost
that's a lot less than you
think. You can expect low
long distance rates, 24-hour
operator assistance, clear
connections and immediate
credit for wrong numbers.
And the assurance that
virtually all of your calls will
go through the first time.
That's the genius of the
AT&T Worldwide Intelligent
Network.
When it's time to
choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice-AT&T.
Ifyoud like to know
more about our products or
services, like International
Calling and the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.

AT&T

The right choice.

Alumna, Dr. Jan Davis. Davis grew up
in Huntsville and returned to get her
master's degree in 1983 and her
doctorate in 1985, while working at
Marshall Space Flight Center.
Thompson said, "She's Huntsville's
number one citizen, astronaut and
America's future."
When introduced, Davis received a
standing ovation from the audience,
who gave full attention to her during
her speech. She praised UAH for
allowing her to take college calculus
courses while still in Huntsville High,
and for "demanding excellence"
during her graduate studies. She also
promised to carry something from
UAH with her when she goes into
space, so that perhaps "when the
camera pans the middeck, there'll be a
UAH bumpersticker there."
Davis then turned her remarks more
generally to the space program, stating
that we must have not only vision, but
commitment, because the risks are
real. A film of mission highlights from
Shepard's flight in 1961 to the shuttle
flights was shown, with Davis adding
commentary.
After the film, accepting the award,
Davis asked her brother, Ron Davis,
and her parents to stand. "This is for
them, too," she said.
After Branham presented a check for
$14,000 to Padulo for scholarships, he
"passed the gavel" to Larry Sisterman,
the new Alumni Association president.
Sisterman surprised some by saying
that there are now over 17,000 alumni
of UAH. They are now all listed in a
directory drawn up for the alumni
association. Finally, he -recognized
Renee Mooney, director of Alumni
Affairs, who received enthusiastic
applause.
Among those present at the banquet
were several Board of Trustees
members, including Winton Blount.
Following the banquet, about a third
of the attendees stayed to dance to
music provided by Four on the Floor.

Osborne to speak
on computer
industry matters
Dr. Adam Osborne, known for his
bold and controversial analysis of the
computer industry, will speak at UAH
on the topic "The Importance of
Product Integration in the Computer
Industry."
Osborne is slated to speak Thursday,
May 11, at noon in Morton Hall, Room
200. Refreshments will be served.
Osborne has achieved national
prominence as an entrepreneur,
author, lecturer, and corporate
executive. He is currently Chairman of
the Board and CEO of Paperback
Software International (PSll. PS1
publishes a variety of decision support
software including VP-Expert, VPPlanner Plus, VP-Graphics, and VPInfo. Osborne is also known for the
introduction of the first
personal,
portable computer by 0:sborne
Computer Corporation, which he
founded in 1981.
This event is sponsored by the UAH
Accounting Club, the student DPMA
chapter, and the College of
Administrative Science.

Get out and VOTE today in
the SGA elections!!
•.!
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Students protest calendar change, tuition increases
continued, from page 1
that they do not understand why the
UAH administration is sending letters
to its students and faculty stating that
it has.
The Student Government Associa
tion President, John Ortiz, was asked
Thursday prior to the Board oi
Trustees meeting about his position on
the proposed change to the semester
calendar. He said that based on all the
facts to which he had access, he
favored the semester calendar. Those
who were opposed to the semester
calendar, he said, were expressing

their opposition due to a lack of having
all the facts.
Ortiz addressed the question of
tuition to the executive committee and
said, "We agree that the faculty
members here are underpaid. We agree
that there needs to be buildings built....
We agree with the tuition increases.
However, the tuition increases need to
be reasonable. If you are going to make
it seven percent for one category, or 17
percent for another category, make it
that same percentage, linear, or across
the board."
Considering the interest generated

UAH Phi Beta Lamda chapter
receives charter from national

The UAH chapter of Phi Beta
Lambda has received its charter. The
UAH chapter has been recognized by
National Phi Beta Lambda as the Zeta
Beta Chi chapter.
Phi Beta Lambda (college division of
FBLA) is a national organization for
students preparing for careers in the
fields of business.
Officers of the UAH PBL Chapter
are as follows: Roger Mayfield,
president; Stefanie McAlpine, vice
president; Andrea Lewis, secretary;
Genny Uy, treasurer; Jennifer Newby,
reporter; Sandra Malone, historian;
and Serena Lyle, Parliamentarian. Dr.

R. Eugene Bryson is the chapter
advisor.
Roger Mayfield, chapter president,
attended the PBL State Leadership
Conference held at Troy State
University on April 28 and 29. At the
conference, PBL members from across
the state competed in business skills
competitions, participated in
workshops, and elected State PBL
Officers for 1989-90.
Membership in Phi Beta Lambda is
open to any student interested in the
fields of business. If interested in
joining, please contact Mayfield at 8808548.

from the questions posed to the
executive committee, the survey
outlined by a student organization
representative, and the organizations'
conflicting views with the SGA, the
question arises of whether or not
communication is a problem.
When the question of a communica
tion problem was posed by an
The University
Of Alabama
kiHuntsville

executive committee member to the
body of students, the majority
appeared to agree that there was a
communication problem in expressing
students' views to the university
administration. Blount suggested that
in the future, the students try to
channel their views on issues affecting
students through their elected officials

Students, Faculty, Members of Academic
Honor Societies, and all other Members of
the UAH Community are invited
to attend

Academic Honors
Convocation
on

May 12,1989
4:00 p.m.

Exhibit Hall
University Center
Reception Will Follow.
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'I'm in the middle of a course... sometimes known as Torture 431
by Kim Glasgow
editor
I've finally found a reason to like semesters. Unfortunately, it's the
only reason I've come across so far. I'm in themiddle of a course called
Communication Theory, sometimes known as Torture 431. It's
designed to be sort of a test to show that Communication Arts majors
and minors have really mastered the art of communication.
This is the one course in all the 50-plus courses I've taken in college in
which I really believe semesters would be beneficial. In addition to
other fun stuff — eight quizzes, a literature review, a midterm, and a
prospectus — students get to present and defend their senior paper to
the five-member Communication Arts faculty. Sure, there would be
some students who would put off doing any research until the last
minute, but then there are those few who sometimes want to see
'Tamily." Between this iob, another job, and this course, it's not
unusual for my other half to wake me up two mornings in a row when
he leaves for work and that be the extent of our seeing each other
during those two days.
Come to think of it, the tennis course I took at Calhoun could have
been better on the semester system. Who knows, I might have even
learned how to serve. But other than Torture 431 and Tennis 101,1 still
don't think classes would be a whole lot better on the semester system.
Last year's bunch that took the CM 431 class were the guinea pigs —
this term marks only the second time it's been taught this way — but at
least they persevered and mastered the course. Those seven or eight of
you who took and passed the course last spring can wipe that smug
look off your faces. The further I get in the course, the more the names
of you fade — Beth, Katie, Rea, Kim, Frieda, Tony,.... Soon there'll be a
new group to remember — Torture 431, the Second Generation.

That brings me to the real topic of this editorial. After I pass this
course — provided I don't kill myself before the faculty defense — I will
have earned my degree. That signals to me that my tenure as
Exponent editor is almost over. Some of you may have noticed the ad
in last week's paper (and at the bottom of this page). By the way, the ad
isn't to signify that someone has asked for my head on a silver platter.
In fact, I've only heard one complaint about the editorial of a few weeks
back. Someone asked me last week if the ad meant I was quitting or I
was graduating. Actually, the ad is a celebration that I've been editor
for almost nine months and have yet to be locked up in a straitjacket.

"After I pass this course — provided I don't kill
myself before the faculty defense — I will have
earned my degree. That signals to me that my
tenure as Exponent editor is almost over.
This job is something new every week. As former editor Cindy
Rodriguez said, I'd recommend this job to almost anyone. I think if you
are great with deadlines (HA!) and have a personalized straitjacket in
case of emergencies, you too may qualify for the job. But remember,
the jacket must be durable — 12 months is a nice round figure.
By the way, even though we're advertising for someone to be the next
Exponent editor, you're not rid of me yet. My tenure officially ends
Sept. 30, 1989, so you're stuck with me till then.
For anyone who may have noticed typographical errors in last
week's paper
(and this week's ), just a note of explanation. The
Exponent has recently been hit with the flu or whatever is going
around. Last week we managed with 60 percent of the usual
production staff, and this week it's about the same.

"Mother's Day is approaching...a good time to remember...
Editor's note: With Mother's Day
approaching, the following letter
presents a timely commentary on the
subject.
To My Mother and Others
Recently

reading a required,

historical account of the lives of
women in the early twentieth century
has prompted me to reflect upon recent
events in my ife. What is more
important is the further reflection upon
the lives of some women very dear to
me. Mother's Day is approaching and
it would be a good time to remember

yy

yy

that special someone in your life. The
To my great-grandmother, I give my
following are some of the people" thanks for remaining with me so long
and passing to me the remembrances
(mothers and others) whom I finally
realized I am blessed to have known.
of life in her day. To "Ma" I owe my
To my mother, all of them, I owe a
pioneer spirit, my love of the land and
my knowledge of many unrecorded
Mothers' Day blessing and a heartfelt
(continued on page 5)
thanks for my renewed interest in a
desire to excel.

Opening for
Exponent editor
for 1989-90 year
Qualifications include good writing,
editing, and organizational skills.
Interested students should:
1—Fill out an application available at
The Exponent office, University
Center, Room 104; and
2—Send completed application,
resume, and cover letter to:
Dr. Lee Williams
University of AL in Huntsville
Department of History
Roberts Hall, Room 403
Huntsville, AL 35899
Deadline for applications Is May 31,1989
^
C>

<y

One Ad Salesperson to
work for The Exponent.
Salary is 15% of all ads
sold. For more information
come by UC Room 104 to
fill out an application.
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"...no one has the right to discriminate against anyone...
by Gregory Casteel
columnist
The human race has caused a lot of problems for
this planet. Of all creatures on Earth, man is the only
species that regularly, and mercilessly, kills its own
kind. We claim that man is the only "civilized"
animal. This is ironic — man is the only animal on
Earth that has developed war, poverty, bigotry,
greed, and injustice. If this is what it means to be
civilized, I want no part of civilization. Man has been
the author of all of the "evils" of this world. We have
created racism, nationalism, sexism, and all other
forms of prejudice. Our selfishness and egoism is the
root of our problem. We are so self-centered that we
begin to hate anyone who isn't exactly like we are. If
you are "different" in any way, something must be
wrong with you. This is how our prejudices get
started. From prejudice comes hate and fear, and
from hate and fear come violence and
discrimination. All wars, all injustices, all conflicts,
all instances of man harming man, have arisen out of
hate and fear — which comes out of prejudice —
which comes out of selfishness and egoism.
We are lucky that there have been many people in
this world who were not corrupted by selfcenteredness. These people actually cared about
humanity as a whole. They showed us that
selfishness, egoism, and prejudice were wrong, and
that compassion and acceptance were right. Many of
the greatest thinkers in history held these beliefs and
passed them on to us. They believed that all human
beings had worth. They believed that everyone was
equal, that everyone had rights, and that prejudice
and discrimination were wrong. If you want to
describe their beliefs in one word, that word would be
"humanism". I know that many people think

"humanism" is a bad thing. In recent years, many
fundamentalist religious leaders have preached that
"humanism" is an evil atheistic philosophy. This is
an unfortunate misunderstanding.
The confusion seems to arise because there is a
modern belief system known as "secular humanism"
which is considered an agnostic philosophy.
However, this is different from true "humanism",
which was originally a Christian philosophy —
although it has been incorporated into a number of
different religions and belief systems. Put simply,
humanism is the belief that humans — all humans,

"All wars, all injustices, all conflicts, all
instances of man harming man, have
arisen out of hate and fear — which
comes out of prejudice — which comes
out of selfishness and egoism."
not just some select group — have worth, and that all
are equal. Consequently, all human life is sacred, all
humans have rights, all humans (regardless of race,
sex, nationality, religion, age, personal beliefs and
opinions, etc.) deserve respect, and no one has the
right to deprive anyone of life, rights, or respect. Also,
no one has the right to discriminate against anyone
on the basis of race, sex, religion, social class, etc.
This is true humanism.
Perhaps the greatest humanist of all times was
Jesus Christ. He told us to love each other. He told us
to love even our most bitter enemies. He said that if

"Mother's Day is approaching...
(continued from page 4)
customs. Should I ever marry, I will try
to remember how she cared for "Pa"
with love and faithfulness until his
death at the age of 92. I saw in her the
kind of love I should have for another.
To my grandmother I give my
thanks for her stories of her youth in
"rural" New Hope and "booming"
Huntsville, Alabama. I thank her for
morning laughs at the kitchen table,
for being able to live with me, for
sharing and discussing books with me,
for my sense of humor and for my
mother.
To my mother I give thanks for my
life. I give thanks for the way we have
mended fences, for my will to fight and
for always telling me "Yes, you can.
You can do it."
To Ida Pierce I give thanks for my
Dad, a gift beyond measurable value.
To my "godmother", Lillian, I give
thanks. She raised a family and is
pursuing a degree at UAH. She
recently tried to calm my "headstrong"
personality with these words of
wisdom: "Ginger, above all a woman
must learn to be diplomatic. I get my
way all the time! No one realizes, so no
one gets mad."
There areothers, not related to whom
I give thanks. To my fellow
employee, Jeanette, I give thanks for
the nights (for the last four years) we
have laughed together over the
frustrations of night-shift isolation.
To Dr. Leatha Bennett I give thanks.
Dr. Bennett is a mother, too. She is also
a counselor with the Student
Developmental Service of UAH. To her
I give thanks for her advice. She was
there. She cared. Her assistance is
available to all students even if your
concerns do not involve school.
Students should mine this gold.
In turning my thoughts to these
individuals for Mothers' Day, my mind

we love each other, we should be willing to help each
other, even if we have to make personal sacrifices to
do so. He told us not to judge others. He said that God
"is no respecter of persons" — He doesn't
discriminate — so we shouldn't discriminate. He told
us that not only shouldn't we kill, we shouldn't even
hate another person. He told us to avoid greed and
materialism. He asked for peace. He pleaded for us to
have mercy. Christ was a true humanist. It is
unfortunate that many of his "followers" are not.
Perhaps the greatest concern of the humanist is
human rights — rights that can be applied to all
humans, no matter their sex, race, or nationality.
Human rights are a major concern in the world
today. Many international negotiations have dealt
with the issue of human rights. The United Nations
is continually considering human rights issues. In
1948, the United Nations drafted the "Universal
Declaration of Human Rights," a document which
states the rights that all human beings have and
which no authority can justly take away. Although
many countries accept the Declaration in principle,
few actually abide by the spirit and letter of the
document.
In next week's issue, I will take a closer look at the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, as well as
the issue of human rights in general. Human rights is
an issue that concerns all of us, because we are all
human. Take a moment to think about what life
would be like if you had no rights, or if your rights
could be denied you simply because of the color of
your skin, or because you choose to practice a certain
religious belief, or because of your political
affiliation. Think about how precious and important
human rights are. Determine that you will do
everything in your power to make certain that
everyone's human rights are protected.

©je Exponent
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continued searching for memories of
all those who care, those who support
and those who unknowingly spark
cheer. I found classmates (Sarah and
"Smiling" Dan), professors,
administrators (Dr. Fisher once took
time to ask my opinions on being a nontraditional student) and most of all —
friends — friends — friends.
If I may pull John-boy Walton to my
side and lift my other foot onto the soap
box, I wish to challenge students to
"touch home" this weekend. Begin
your quest with Mom or with
significant others such as I have
mentioned. Do not stop there. Things
become stressful in a university life, so
assess your wealth in the people who
bring you strength. It will bring you
peace and in turn can help you with
many aspects of life — even studies.
To all those I have mentioned and to
those who know they are in my
thoughts, I give thanks. After 27 years
I finally realized that I am blessed.
Talk to someone special this Sunday,
in honor of Mothers' Day. To all the
moms out there I wish to say — Thanks
and God Bless.
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The Exponent is the student newspaper of theUniverwty of Alabama in Huntsville. Editorial opinion, reflect
those of theeditorial board and do not necessarily reflect those of the Universityor any awocia ted organizations
Letters to the editor must be signed and contain a telephone number where the author can be reached. Letter,
will not be printed without this information.
All material contained herein is Copyright' 1989 by The University of Alabama in Huntsville and may not be
reprinted without the expressed, written permission of The Exponent.

Ginger G. Pierce

•Letter Policy

•

The editorial board of The Exponent has establish^d the
following policiea concerning letters to the editor ft r the
1988-89 year:
The Exponent welcomes concise letters to the editor from the

can be reached. In the event that the author cannot be reached by
Monday at 5 p.m., the letter will not be published until the
following week. Names of authoreNvill be withheld upon request;
anonymous letters will be rejected. .
UAH community. Preference will be given to letters dealing
The Exponent attempts to publish all letters to the editor. To
with current events and UAH-related concerns or issues. All give others an opportunity to^resent their opinions, lettersof non
submissions should be typed, double-spaced, and signed; very recurring writers will be given priority over recurring writers.
neatly handwritten letters will be accepted. Letters will not be Mass-produced or mass-copied letters will be published at the
corrected for spelling, grammar, or punctuation.
discretion of the editorial board. Letters that border on obscene,
The deadline for letters to the editor is Friday, 5 p.m., before the' libelous, or in-poor taste will not be printed.
following Wednesday's newspaper. All letters will be verified as
Although The Exponent will not alter the content or meaning
authentic before they are printed, and authors must present some of a letter, the editorial board reserves the right to edit lengthy
type of identification upon submitting a letter in person. All letters letters. All letters must be 500 words or less. The editor has final
must contain an address and telephone number where the author approval of all letters to be published,
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Alpha Kappa Alpha

Chi Omega

It's been a rather hectic but exciting week
The Kappa Kappa chapter of Chi Omega
for the Omicron Zeta chapter of AKA is proud to announce the newest members of
Sorority, Inc.
Order of the Owl. This is a Chi Omega honor
In recognition of Greek Awareness Week, society for members with a 3.5 grade point
we, along with other Greeks on campus, set or higher for at least two consecutive
up a paraphenalia display in the University quarters.
Center May 1-3. This was an excellent
Congratulations to Danelle Smart, Leigh
opportunity Tor interested persons to Wilson, Susan Trentham, Amy Smith, and
become acquainted with our sorority. We Michelle Gately. These ladies receivea pearl
were very pleased with the response we to place on their chapter guard for their
received.
academic achievement.
On May 3, Omicron Zeta participated in
Congratulations are also extended to
the First Annual Kappa Alpha Psi LipSync , Rebecca Dalzell and Amy Dickson. Dalzell
Contest to benefit Big Brothers/Big Sisters
was nominated to Outstanding Young
of North Alabama. Over $300 was raised for
Women of America, while Dickson was
the event Sorors Carmen Battle, Sonia
nominated to Outstanding College
Cutts, Yasmin Chargualaf, Tanya Hollins,
Students of America.
and Scheree Scruggs performed to Skyy's
The Kappa Kappa chapter had a great
"Start of a Romance" and won thrid place!
time working the jail at Springfest. Thanks
Congratulations sorors!
to the Associaiton for Campus
Entertainment for letting us run the jail.
Lu-Owl is this weekend, May 13! We're
really looking forward to having a great
The brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha would time!!!
like to thank all those that stopped by our
table this past Greek Week. We had many
promising young men stop by.
In intramural Softball, we beat the
Gammas 21-16, and the following Sunday
Congratulations to Rachel Watts, this
whipped the ATOs 22-2 for our second month's Turtle Toast recipient. Also,
consecutive victory.
congratulations to the pledges who recently
We are all looking forward to our Little received their big sisters. A special
Sister Retreat the weekend of May 19 and ceremony was held to instruct the girls in
20. The Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity's Lip their duties as a big sister or little sister.
Sync contest was a huge success.
Spring Formal was held in Birmingham
Congratulations, gentlemen, on a fine
April 29 and 30. The Lambda Kappas thank
production.
Suzanne Smith, Rhoda Allen, and Janell
For anyone wondering, Illinois is not in
Hayes who contributed to the formal's
Iowa, and the capital of Nebraska is success. Everyone had a great time!
Lincoln.
The Lambda Kappas held their annual

Pi Kappa Alpha

Delta Zeta

Crush Party May 5, in conjunction with Big
Brother Rush. The event was a success, and
in addition, Delta Zeta got several new big
brothers who will be named later!
Congratulations to the Delta Zeta
Huntsville Alumnae chapter. They donated
$18,000 to Huntsville Hospital's neo-natal
intensive care unit.
A recent candlelighting revealed that
Rhonda Allen has become lavaliered to
Brent Wistner of Pi Kappa Alpha!
Congratulations!

Kappa Alpha Psi
The members of Kappa Alpha Psi would
like to thank everyone for supporting the
First Annual LipSync Contest. Without the
help of the university and students, events
such as this one would not be possible.
We were able to raise over $300 for Big
Brothers and Big Sisters of Madison
County. First place went to Circle K
International, second to The Black Student
Association, and third to Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority.
We look forward to the Second Annual
Contest that will combine both UAH and
Alabama A&M universities to give money
to charity. If you missed the show, don't
worry, you can see highlights Wednesday,
May 10, on Channel 48 at 5:30 p.m.

Society of
Women Engineers
"To succeed, a woman must work twiceas
hard as a man. Fortunately, it is not very
difficult." With these words, Tennessee
Tech University President Angela Volpe
welcomed the participants in the Southeast
Regional Society of Women Engineers Con

CKI
CKr members took to the stage last
Wednesday night, May 3, at Kappa Alpha
Psi's first annual Talent and Lip Sync Show
to benefit Big Brothers/Big Sisters of
Madison County.
David Fasano, Lynn Rothe, Angie
Young, Beth Gonsewski, Cindy Berry,
Jamie Cornelison, and Dai Chu performed a
lip sync to Robert Palmer's "Addicted to
Love" and placed first place.
Congratulations go out to Tammy Wieck
for being elected co-chairperson of the fund
raising committee and to Son Nguyen for
being elected education committee
chairperson.
CKI will be helping the Kiwanis out with
a baseball tournament held May 11-14.
Also, members will be working at Panoply
on May 13. A fund raiser will beheld at RAX
Restaurant on May 20. We will have a car
wash there. For more information, please
call Cindy Berry at 539-3675.
If you would like to learn more about
Circle K, please come to any meeting.
Meetings are held every Tuesday at 8:15
p.m. in the University Center.

Political Science Club
The Political Science Club will have its
weekly meeting this Thursday, May 11, at
12:45 p.m. in Morton Hall, Room 240. There
will be pizza and soft drinks served.
All members and interested persons are
encouraged to attend since officer elections
will be held.

IIE
The Institute of Industrial Engineers will
hold their spring picnic on May 13 at Ditto
Landing. It will be from 11 a.m till 6 p.m. at
the pavilion on the hill, near the bridge.
There will be a small admission fee since
lunch will be served.
If you plan to attend, pleasesign upon the
ISE bulletin board. Everyone is invited to
attend.

ference, held April 28-30 at the Tennessee
Tech University in Cookeville, TN.
UAH was represented by three student
members — Crystal Inzinga, a senior in EE;
Lisa Ingrum, a senior in ME and president
of the student chapterof SWE; Jay Chawan,
a winter 1989 graduate with an EE major
and Kate Leonard, faculty advisor for the
student chapter of SWE.
The seminars presented at the conference
were stimulating and lively and touched
various areas pertaining to engineering
such as product liability, leadership, resume
writing, and financial planning. In
addition, corporate representatives such as
DOW, American Power Company, IBM,
and Texas Instruments spoke of the employ
ment opportunities at their corporations.
The conference concluded with a visit to
the picturesque Burgess Falls. The next con
ference is scheduled for November at
Georgia Tech in Atlanta. Interested persons
should contact either Kate Leonard or Lisa
Ingrum.

Self-Defense
Seminar
The Society of Women Engineers will
sponsor a seminar on self-defense for
women. The instructor will be Berry
Grizzard.who teaches at UAH and owns his
own karate studio.
The seminar will be held in the
Engineering Building, Room 122, on
Friday, May 19, at noon. It is free and open
to the public.
After the seminar, SWE will hold
elections for next year's officers. All
members should attend.

Baptist Student Union
The Baptist Student Union will have their
weekly lunch today at 12:15 p.m. The cost is
$2, which goes to summer misisons.
Tommorrow night, we will have Bible
Study at 8:15. Celebration is Tuesday at 8:15
p.m.
The BSU is located at 450 Sparkman
Drive, across from the UAH campus.

ASCE
The American Society of Civil Engineers
held a May 3 meeting. The major topic of
business was the elections of officers for
next year.
The first round of nominations started,
and open nominations will be taken for the
next two weeks. The actual election of
officers will be at our next meeting on May
17. Also, final nominations will be accepted
at this time. All members are encouraged to
attend. The meeting will be 8 p.m. in the
Engineering Building.

CKI recently toon top honors in the Pi Kappa Alpha talent show.
_
(photo courtesy of CKI)

Get out and VOTE
in SGA elections
today!!

:Announcement policy
All clubs' and organizations' announcements must be kept to
150 words or less. This is to allow room for all announcements.
Clubs and organizations are not prohibited from exceeding the
150-word limit; however, The Exponent cannot guarantee that
all of the announcement will be published. We will make every
effort to include all df the announcement not exceeding the 150word limit. The editor has final approval of all announcements in
regards to length, news worthiness, questionable content, and
poor taste.
Clubs and organizations are permitted to submit photos to
accompany announcements; however, the photo6 will be printed
on a space-available basis. All photos should contain the
following information: name of club submitting photo, names of
all individuals in photo, photo credit, if photo can be cropped, if
photo needs to be returned, and if the photo can be printed at a

later date as soon as space becomes available. We will make every
effort to return photos, but unmarked photos will not be returned.
At the discretion of the editor, due to space considerations an
announcement may be moved from the "pulse: campus eventsand
happenings'' page to an appropriate news, features, or sports
page. If this becomes necessary, an Exponent representative will
try to notify the club submitting the article. All announcements
must be typed and double-spaced, or must be NEATLY
handwritten and double-spaced. Clubs and organizations
should take extra care in spelling as well as in neatness when
including people's names in announcements. In addition all
submissions must contain the name and phone number of a
contact person who can be reached between Friday at 5 p.m. and
Monday at noon in case we have any questions.
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Philips doing well with stand-up comedy
by Penelope Holmes
features reporter
Emo Philips has been doing pretty
well for himself. The 32-year-old
comedian has had two hit comedy
albums, specials on Cinemax and
HBO, television spots in both the
United States and England, and a
starring role in a movie, "Journey to
the Center of the Earth," a 1987
remake.
His stand-up comedy is what
brought him his success.
Philips, who will be coming to
Huntsville May 12 as part of UAH's
Cabaret Series, spent most of his life in
Downers Grove, IL, a suburb of
Chicago. When describing his early life
to Stephen Saban of "Details"
magazine, Philips spoke about the
changes that have occurred since he
started stand-up comedy in a small
Chicago bar in 1976.
"You know the irony?" Philips told
him. "For the first 20 years of my life,
my parents never went anywhere; we
never traveled at all. We never took one
vacation. And now I'm never home."
In fact his comedy has brought him
not only all over the USA but to
England as well, where Philips
appeared on the Bob Monkhause Show
and the Saturday Live Show.
In a chronology of his career in
comedy Philips writes about some of
his television spots in the United
States, and at the same time shows his
fantastic sense of humor.
In this chronology he writes:
"June 1984: I did my first
appearance on the David Letterman
Show. Before going on, I was petrified
with fear, which is odd because 1
usually never get stage fright, unless
there is a hole in it or something
However, my spot went so well, I have
now been on the show five times, and
they have assured me I will be on again
and again and again, whenever those
five shows are repeated."
About his role as a crooked game
show contestant on "Miami Vice" in
November 1985, he writes about how
his spot was opposite Phil Collins, a
British singer/actor.
"Mr. Collins portrayed an English
man, and didn't break character once,
not even offstage, which taught me a
valuable lesson about the integrity of
acting."
Philips' stand-up comedy is very
definitely what brought him success.

Young Republicans to meet
The Madison County Young
Republican Federation will hold its
monthly meeting on Tuesday, May 23,
at 7 p.m. at Mr. C's Restaurant, on
South Parkway.
Juluan Butler, legal counsel for
Madison County, will be the guest
speaker.

WANTED!
The Exponent is looking for a

sports reporter to work during the
summer term and possibly beyond.
Duties will include covering
sports at UAH (usually one or two
articles per issue) and meeting
deadlines. There will be four issues
published during the summer term.
For more information, call 895-6090
or come by The Exponent office,
University Center, Room 104, and
fill out an application.

His first album, "E=M02," won an
award for the best comedy album of
1985, long before he had many
television appearances under his belt.
Philips has performed live at clubs and
universities since his beginnings as a
comedian in 1976. Today, he
concentrates less on clubs and more on
live appearances at universities and on
television.
Many journalists have said that
with Emo Philips, one cannot judge a
book by its cover. His strange fashion
sense and slow speech has caused at
least a few magazines and newspapers

to refer to his "village idiot" demeanor.
The idiot guise does not hold up during
Philips' performances however, when
his act brings out a very intelligent
mind in the usual flood of one-liners
that marks his routine.
A person who can catch all of the
references Philips uses in his streamof-consciousness routine would have to
be well versed in just about everything.
Philips loves plays on words, too. In
his press release, he tells about how he
used to be a bookworm. "Then in high
school," he writes, "I started listening
to music, and became a tapeworm."

Philips writes all his own material.
In the New York "Newsday," the
comedian revealed his secrets to
journalist Bill Kaufman: "I think you
can always find humor by turning
things upside-down. Finally, after
awhile, if everything doesn't work out
you can always try adapting the comic
strips from Bazooka Bubble Gum
wrappers."
Emo Philips will perform in
Huntsville in the Von Braun Civic
Center Concert Hall May 12 at 8 p.m.
Admission is $8 for the general public,
$4 for UAH students. Bring a friend!

SPRIMG BREAK.
IBM wants to give you a break on the IBM
Personal System/2 computer. A PS/2 can help you
organize notes, write and revise papers, produce
high-quality graphics, and more. It's easy to leam and
easy to use. And now, if you buy one of our speciallyconfigured packages, you'll get some great software, too.
For a limited time, purchase one of the packages
described below, and you'll also get a mouse, DOS 4.0,
Microsoft Windows/286 or 386, Microsoft Word
(academic version), and HDC Windows Express.
With the purchase of a PS/2 Model 50Z or Model 70, youH
also get Microsoft Excel (academic version) - the hot,
new spreadsheet package. And we'll even pre-load
the programs for you.
So have a great time at the beach ... or on the
slopes... or with the folks. Your new PS/2
will be ready to help you make it to Summer
when you get back.

You don't need a computer to calculate these savings!
Suggested
Retail Price

Your Price

You Save

PS/2 Model 30-286 w/20MB hard
drive, 1MB RAM, color display.

$4,437

$2,399

$2,038

PS/2 Model 50Z w/30 MB hard
drive, 1MB RAM, color display.

$6,117

$2,799

$3,318

PS/2 Model 70 w/60 MB hard drive,
2MB RAM, color display.

$8,912

$4,449

$4,463

For more information, call or visit:
University Bookstore

895-6600
IBM. Personal SysterrV2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of IBM Corp.
Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
hDC Windows Express is a trademark of the hDC Computer Corporation.
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Kappa Alpha Psi starts Springfest with talent show
by Ardis Morton
features reporter
The first annual Kappa Alpha Psi
Talent Show/Lip Sync Contest got
Springfest '89 off to a great start on
Wednesday night, May 3. Not only did
the event bring in over $300 for Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, but it also kept a
surprisingly full house entertained.
For a dramatic opening, Monique
Toney, professional lip sync artist,
performed Jennifer Holiday's "And I
Am Telling You I'm Not Going" with
Larry Wilson. Toney has performed at
the Comedy Club and also appeared on

CNN where she explained the art of lip
syncing — moving the lips silently
appearing to sing or speak.
The first group to compete consisted
of members of the Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority. Yasmin Chargualaf, Sonia
Cutts, Carmen Battle, and Tanya
Hollins performed Skyy's "Start of a
Romance" with Scheree Scruggs as
lead. For their lip sync and dance
talent, they took the third place trophy.
Next to take the stage was Sigma
Chi's Jake Cole doing "My Perogative"
by Bobby Brown. Bryan Barley, M.C.,
commented that perhaps Cole should
have been arrested instead of Bobby

PUT YOUR LINGUISTIC
SKILLS ON THE LINE.

Pictured above are members of Circle K International. They captured
first place in the Kappa Alpha Psi talent show.
(photo by Rudy Setiawan)
Brown for the dance gyrations and
pelvic thrusts for which Bobby has
received recent attention.
Although they were not competing,
the Kappa brothers did their share of
lip syncing to the New Edition's
"You're Not My Kind of Girl," complete
with smoke effects.
Kappa Delta sorority's entry in the
competition was the only performer
that actually displayed vocal talent.
Instead of lip syncing, Jennifer
Johnson sang a Billy and Sarah Gaines
version of "Endless Love" live.
First place winners, Circle K
International, were next on stage.
Once again, CKI walked off with the
top award, but this time for creativity
instead of service. CKI lip synced
Robert Palmer's "Addicted to Love,"
enacted complete with the expression
less faces of the ladies in black that are
synonymous with Palmer.
The last competitors were four
members of the Black Students
Association who danced to M.C.

If you're a college graduate with a degree in foreign
languages, here's your chance to "talk" yourself into a
great career opportunity. The U.S. Army is seeking
linguists, both male and female. If you successfully com
plete training, you'll he putting your experience to work
while earning a good salary to start, with good oppor
tunities for quick advancement, plus food, lodging, medi
cal and dental care.
Its an opportunity that could lead to several civilian
career possibilities, and give you a real edge on life.
Contact your local Army Recruiter for more information.

Reward

SFC Dave Repolesk

$250 Reward offered for information leading to the arrest and prosecution
of the person damaging a maroon 1989 Chevy van in the parking lot of the
Research Institute on Tuesday, May 2 sometime in the afternoon. All
information confidential. Call Wes at 895-6035.

539-7431

r

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

THE ASSOCIATION FOR CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
y

PRESENTS

George Takai
"Mr. Sulu"

16^78 to choose from—all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COO

H5Ea 800-351-0222
in Calif.(213) 477-8226

STAR TREK

Mil lemiw

Or. rush $2 00 to: Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave #206-SN, Los Angeles. CA 90025

Friday, May 19 at 7:30pm in the UC Exhibit Hall
A d m i s s i o n is F R E E t o t h e U A H P u b l i c & $ 1 f o r t h e G e n e r a l P u b l i c
AND

STAR TREK FILM SERIES
Tuesday, May 16 at 12:30 - STAR TREK I
Wednesday, May 17 at 7:00 - STAR TREK II & III
Thursday, May 18 at 12:30 - STAR TREK IV
be shown

in

Room 146 of

the University Center

a n d t h e r e will b e N O C H A R G E f o r a d m i s s i o n
A11

movies

are

We prepare professional Desktop
Publishing and Word Processing at
an afordable price. Resumes,
cover letters, papers, thesis,
dissertation, and fliers. We can print
your WordStar and WordPerfect
files on our LaserJet Printer. Call
881-7144 for pricing informaiton.

ESSAYS 8 REPORTS

from

All f i l m s will

Hammer's "Turn the Mutha Out.'
Jason Wilson, Reggie Bankston,
"Cruz", and Jack Curry took home the
second place trophy simply for
showing the audience "how they
party."
To conclude the somewhat short
program, the Kappa Alpha Psi mem
bers displayed some of the step rou
tines that have won them several
dance show awards. The stomping and
cane tapping could be heard through
out the UC.
Public Relations chairman,
Lawrence Wilson Jr., was surprised by
the large turnout for the show. He
expressed thanks to the students and
clubs that added support. Special
thanks went to the judges — Janette
Smith from WAFF-TV, and Tyler
Sanders and Camille Solley from Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of Madison
County. UAH's Association for
Campus Entertainment and Alabama
A&M were also thanked for their
cooperation and contributions.

provided

by

Cobb

Video

Superstore

Custom research also available-all levels

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 $59,230/yr. Now Hiring. Call (1)
805-687-6000 Ext. R-1813 for
current federal list.
WOMEN'S COMMUNITY HEALTH
CENTER
S.H.E.

General medical care for women
pregnancy testing, birth control
abortions, women's health care <S
counseling. All services confidential
131 Longwood Drive, 533-9228. Office
Hours: 8-5, Mon. —Sat. Phone
Information until 8 p.m. TOLI
FREE: 1-800-666-9228.
Herpes Support Group Monthly anc
now Offering Cervical Caps and
FERTILITY AWARENESS classes

A
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PHILIPS HEAD SCREWDRIVER?
EXPERIENCE THE
"SCREWY" COMEDY OF

EMO
PHILIPS
Friday, May 1Z, 1989
8 p.m.
Von Braun Civic Center
Concert Hall

$4.00—Students^ Faculty & StaSS
$8.00—General Public
Student Tickets MU$T\be purchased
at the UC In£o Desk.
General Public tickets mav be purchased at
any Fastix location or by falling 551-2345.

Presented by YOUR Association for Campus Entertainment

r
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Mardi Gras in May" features diverse attractions

by James E. Spain
news reporter

Campus Entertainment.
On Wednesday, May 3, at 8:15 p.m.,
Springfest began with Kappa Alpha
"Mardi Gras in May" came to UAH Psi's Talent Show in the UC Exhibit
May 3-5 as Springfest 1989 was held at Hall. A $1 admission fee was charged
the UAH University Center. The event to raise money for Big Brothers/Big
was sponsored by the Association for Sisters of Madison County.

INDEPENDENT
STUDY -•
the alternative
When students simply cannot get
to a class they need for graduation,
independent study is their alternative.
For complete information, write:
College Catalog, Dept. S
Independent Study Division
College of Continuing Studies
The University of Alabama
Box 870388
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0388

I, *V.
"Mardi Gras in May" festivities in the University Center.
On Friday, May 5, the festivities
All of Thursday's events were free of
charge and were held in the UC Lobby. continued with entertainment
Jazz music was provided by Rick Jobe provided by several local bands.
and Tuxedo Junction. Free food, which Friday's bands included Secrets, Paulo
included gumbo and beignets, was Longo's Band, Driver, Bewildering
Pines, Triple Play, Snob Doctors, and
available.
Face or mask painting, video White Dog.
Other events on Friday included an
buttons, caricatures, and Victorian
photos were also made for students. Open House in the SGA office with free
Costumed ACE members and UC pizza provided, a "jail" provided by
workers gave out colorful Mardi Gras Chi Omega to raise money for the
beads. Sprirtgfest t-shirts and posters Heart Association, non-alcoholic
autographed by their designer, beverages and posters from Turner
Stephen. Temple, were ory sale Beverages, and Pepsi Cola provided by
""Alpha Tau Omega.
throughout Mardi Gras festivities.

Don't forget — SGA elections are today!
Polls open until 8:15 p.m.

Or call toll-free in Alabama:
/
1-800-452-5971

Budweiser
Team of the Week
Volleyball team of the week

3

2

U
o

Bombers

Glen Yates
Bryan Laue
Karl Laue
Steve Hill
David Fasano
Robert Kidd

0
m

UJ
2

Budweiser
Team of the Week
Softball Team of the Week

1:
- 2
2
m

U
o

ATO Gatti's (men)

Brian Clemons Barry Simpson
Paul Page
David Churchill
Chip Coakley Earl Johnson
Tim Bishop
Alan Bibb
Rob Little
Doug Taylor
Karl Groux
Tony Massey
Paul Tygielski Paul Leek
Steve McNeal

O
m

2
C
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• 1989 FALL
COURSE a
HPE 0100
HPE 0100
HPE 0101
HPE 0101
HPE 0101
HPE 0102
HPE 0102
HPE 0102
HPE 0103
HPE 0103
HPE 0104
HPE 0104
HPE 0104
HPE 0104
HPE 0104
HPE 0104
HPE 0104
HPE 0105
HPE 0105
HPE 0105
HPE 0106
HPE 0107
HPE 0108
HPE 0110
HPE 0110
HPE 0110
HPE 0111
HPE 0111
HPE 0113

SEC.

or
02"
or

02"
03010203"
01*
02-

or

020304*
05060701*
020301*
01*
01"
01
02
03
01*
0201

HPE SCHEDULE

COURSE TITLE

DAYS

FITNESS ENHANCEMENT (VARSITY ATHLETESONLY)
FITNESS ENHANCEMENT (VARSITY ATHLETES
SUMNASTICS
SUMNASTICS
SUMNASTICS
AEROBIC DANCEI
AEROBIC DANCE I
AEROBIC DANCE I
JOGGING FOR FITNESS/WGT. CONTROL
JOGGING FOR F1TNESS/WGT. CONTROL
BEG. WEIGHT TRAINING
BEG. WEIGHT TRAINING
BEG. WEIGHT TRAINING
BEG. WEIGHT TRAINING (WOMEN ONLY)
BEG. WEIGHT TRAINING (VARSITY ATHLETES ONLY)
BEG. WEIGHT TRAINING
BEG. WEIGHT TRAINING
BEG. KARATE
BEG. KARATE
BEG. KARATE
BEG. TAI CHI
BEG. STUNTS 4 TUMBLING (CHEERLEADERS ONLY)

HPE 0220
HPE 0220

01
02

BEG. SWIMMING (LAB FEE #2)
BEG. SW1MMING-(LAB FEE #2)
BEG. SWIMMING (LAB FEE #2)
SWIMNASTICS
SWIMNASTICS
BASIC SAIUNG (9/21)
(LAB 9/23-107; LAB FEE #3)
BADMINTON
RACQUETBALL
RACQUETBALL
RACQUETBALL
RACQUETBALL
BEG. TENNIS
BEG. TENNIS
BEG. TENNIS
BEG. TENNIS
BEG. TENNIS
WILDERNESS SURVIVAL (9/19-11/14—WITH SURVIVAL WEEKEND INCLUDED LAB FEE *2)
BEG. ROLLER SKATING (9/19.10/3,10/17.10/31. 4 11/14 PLUS LAB TBA)
SOCIAL DANCE
SOCIAL DANCE
BACKPACKING (9/23-10/14; LAB ISTBA; LAB FEE #2)
BASIC HORSEBACK RIDING (LAB FEE #10)
BASIC HORSEBACK RIDING (LAB FEE #10)
BEG. GOLF (LAB FEE #6)
BEG. GOLF (LAB FEE #6)
BEG. GOLF (LAB FEE #6)
BEG. GOLF (9/19-10/19; LAB FEE #6)
BEG. BOWUNG (LAB FEE #3)
SPELUNKING (CAVING TFBP-2 SATURDAYS)
BASKETBALL
VOLLEYBALL
JAZZ DANCE
INTER. JAZZ DANCE
FENCING (LAB FEE #4)
HANG GUDING
INTER SWIMMING (LAB FEE #2)
INTER SWIMMING (LAB FEE #2)
INTER SWIMMING
INTER KARATE
INTER KARATE
INTER TENNIS
INTER. TENNIS
INTER. TENNIS
INTER RACQUETBALL
INTER. RACQUETBALL
INTER RACQUETBALL
INTER SWIMNASTICS
INTER GOLF (LAB FEE #6)
INTER. GOLF (LAB FEE #6)
INTER ROLLER SKATING (9/19.10/3.10/17.10/31, 4 11/14 PLUS LAB TBA)
AEROBIC DANCE II
'
AEROBIC DANCE II
AEROBIC DANCE II
ADV. TENNIS
ADV. TENNIS
ADV. TENNIS
ADV. KARATE
ADV. KARATE
INTER. SUMNASTICS
ADV. BOWLING (LAB FEE #3)
AEROBIC DANCE III
INTER TAI CHI
HORSEBACK RIDING II (LAB FEE #10)
HORSEBACK RIDING II (LAB FEE #10)
ADV. ROLLER SKATING (9/19,10/3.10/17.10/31, 4 11/14 PLUS LAB TBA)
HANDGUN SAFETY (2 SATURDAYS 300-500 P.M;LAB FEE #2)
INTER. WEIGHT TRAINING (WOMEN ONLY; LAB FEE #2)
INTER. WEIGHT TRAINING (LAB FEE #2)
INTER. WEIGHT TRAINING (LAB FEE #2)
INTER WEIGHT TRAINING (LAB FEE #2)
INTER WEIGHT TRAINING (VARSITY ATHLETES ONLY; LAB FEE #2)
INTER. SOCIAL DANCE
VARSITY SPORTS-SOCCER
VARSITY SPORTS-VOLLEYBALL
SPECIAL TOPIC: TBA (VARSITY ATHLETES ONLY)
SOCCER OFFICIATING(2.0)
LAB
SCUBA(2.0) (LAB FEE #5)
SCUBA(2.0) (LAB FEE #5)

HPE 0269
HPE 0291
HPE 0294
HPE 0299

01
01
01
01

PRIVATE PILOT GROUND SCHOOL(S.O)
CPR INSTRUCTOR (9-23. 9/30 4 10/7; LAB FEE #3)
CONTEMPORARY NUTRITION
FIELD WORK IN ATHLETICS 4 P.E. OR LEISURE(2 0)

HPE 0115
HPE 0116
HPE 0116
HPE 0116
HPE 0116
HPE 0117
HPE 0117
HPE 0117
HPE 0117
HPE 0117
HPE 0118
HPE 0120
HPE 0122
HPE 0122
HPE 0124
HPE 0125
HPE 0125
HPE 0126
HPE 0126
HPE 0126
HPE 0126
HPE 0127
HPE 0128
HPE 0130
HPE 0131
HPE 0136
HPE 0137
HPE 0138
HPE 0139
HPE 0141
HPE 0141
HPE 0141
HPE 0142
HPE 0142
HPE 0143
• HPE 0143
HPE 0143
HPE 0144
HPE 0144
HPE 0144
HPE 0145
HPE 0147
HPE 0147
HPE 0148
HPE 0149
HPE 0149
HPE 0149
HPE 0151
HPE 0151
HPE 0151
HPE 0152
HPE 0152
HPE 0153
HPE 0157
HPE 0159
HPE 0160
HPE 0162
HPE 0162
HPE 0163
HPE 0164
HPE 0167
HPE 0167
HPE 0167
HPE 0167
HPE 0167
HPE 0168
HPE 0171
HPE 0176
HPE 0199
HPE 0213

01*

or

020304-

or

020304"
05*
01

or

01*
0201
01
02
01
02
03
04
01
01*
01"
0101*
0101
0101
02
03-

or
02or
0203-

or
0203*
01*
01
02

or
0102*
03-

or

0203*

or
02or

01
01"

or
01
02

or

01
01
02
03
04
05

or
01
01

or
01

TBA
TBA
MW
TT
TBA
TT
TT
MW
MW
TT
TT
SA
MW
TT
TBA
MW
MW
MW
SU
TT
MW
TBA
W
MW
MF
MW
TT
MW
TH
SA
T
MW
SA
SU
TT
TT
SA
TT
MW
MW
T
T
TH
TU
SA
TU
TU
TH
SA
SA
TT
TH
M
W
M
MW
MW
TH
T
MW
MF
MW
TT
SU
MW
SA
MW
MW
SA
SU
MW
TH
SA
T
TT
MW
MW
SA
MW
MW
SA
MW
MW
TH
TT
MW
TH
TH
T
M
MW
TT
MW
MW
TBA
TU
TBA
TBA
TBA
T
TBA
TT
TH
SA
TT
SA
M
M

TIME

BLDG. RM.

TBA
TBA
8-9 A.M.
6-7 P.M.
TBA
8 30-9:30 A.M.
1220-120 P.M.
5:15-6:15 P.M
5:15-6:15 P.M
12:15-1:15 P.M.
10-11 AM.
10 A.M-NOON
11 A.M-NOON
5:15-6:15 P.M
TBA
6:30-7:30 A.M
8-9 P.M.
1220-120 P.M
1-3 P.M
5-6 P.M.
6:15-720 P.M
TBA
5:30-7:30 P.M
6:30-7:30 A M
4-5 P.M.
9-10 P.M.
8:30-9:30 A.M
8-9 P.M.
6-9 P.M.
8-5 P.M.
9-11 A.M
925-1025 A M
8-10 A.M
1-3 P.M
5-6 P.M.
8:30-9:30 A.M.
10 A.M-NOON
5:15-6:15 P.M.
8:10-9:10 A.M
8-9 P.M
7-9 P.M
6:30-8:30 P.M
6-8 P.M
8-10 P.M
8 A.M.-NOON
1-3 P.M
6:30-8:30 P.M
10:10 A.M-12:10PM.
8-10 A.M
10 A.M-NOON
5:30-7:30 P.M
1-3 P.M.
6:30-830 P.M
8-10 P.M
8-10 P.M
7:20-820 P.M.
7:20-820 P.M
7-9 P.M
6:15-8:15 P.M
6:30-7 30 A.M
4-5 P.M.
9-10 P.M.
1220-120 P.M
3-5 P.M.
5:15-6:15 P.M
8-10 A.M
9-10 P.M
5-6 P.M.
10 A M-NOON
3-5 P.M.
5-6 P.M.
10:10 A.M.-12:10 P.M
10 A.M-NOON
6:30-8 30 P.M
5-6 P.M
1220-120 P.M.
9:25-1025 AM
8-10 A M
5:15-6:15 P.M
9-10 P.M
NOON-2 P.M
5-6 P.M.
6 20-720 P.M
1-3 P.M
5-6 P.M
7 30-9:15 P.M
1-3 P.M
6:30-830 P.M
6:30-8:30 P.M
6-8 P.M
5:15-6:15 P.M
11 A.M-NOON
6:30-7:30 A.M
9-10 P.M
TBA
6-8 P.M
TBA
TBA
TBA
6-8 P.M.
TBA
4-6 P.M.
8-10 P.M
9-11 A.M '
6-8 P.M.
8 A.M -4 P.M
6-8 P.M
8-9 15 A M

SH/205
.
SH/205
SH/BAL II
SH/BAL II
SH/BAL
SH/BAL
SH/BAL
SH/BAL
SH/109
SH/110
SH/115
SH/115
SH/115
SH/115
SH/205
SH/115
SH/115
SH/BAL I
SH/BAL I
SH/BAL I
SH/BAL I
SH/BAL
UNIT. CH.
SH/POOL
SH/POOL
SH/POOL
SH/POOL
SH/POOL
SH/110
BRN. CREEK
SH/GYM
SHCTS
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/206
CAROUSEL
SH/109
SH/109
SH/206
SP STABLE
SP STABLE
JETPLEX
JETPLEX
JETPLEX
JETPLEX
PIN PAL
SH/206
SH/GYM
SH/GYM
SH/BAL II
SH/BAL II
SH/BAL II
SH/206
SH/POOL
SH/POOL
SH/POOL
SH/BAL I
SH/BAL I
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/POOL
JETPLEX
JETPLEX
CAROUSEL
SH/BAL II
SH/BAL II
SH/BAL II
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/BAL I
SH/BAL I
SH/BAL I
PIN PAL
SH/BAL II
SH/BAL I
SP STABLE
SP STABLE
CAROUSEL
SH/110
SH/115
SH/115
SH/115
SH/115
SH/115
SH/109
SH/205
SH/205
TBA
SH/206
SH/110
SH/110
SH/POOL
SH/110
SH/109
SH/110
SH/101

INST.
LEE
ROSS
ACUFF
B. ADAMS
ACUFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
JACOBY
SCARANO
GRIZZARD
GRIZZARD
SCARANO
KALB
BROWN
SCARANO
STAFF
COLSTON
GRIZZARD
SWANNER
CHI
STAFF
TAYLOR
MCGREGOR
ROBINSON
STAFF
B. ADAMS
STAFF
MOORE
!

ROSS
INGLE
GRIGGS
DEACON
YAWN
ROSS
RIDDLE
CORNELISON
SCARANO
STAFF
P. TAYLOR
JEFFREYS
SLATER
SLATER
ROSS
FIORENTINO
FIORENTINO
EASTEP
EASTEP
EASTEP
EASTEP
WILSON
HANSON
STAFF
STAFF
PAUCKI
PAUCKI
DABBS
HECKMAN
MCGREGOR
ROBINSON
STAFF
GRIZZARD
GRIZZARD
SCARANO
RIDDLE
STAFF
SHAW
GROVER
DEACON
STAFF
EASTEP
EASTEP
JEFFREYS
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
RIDDLE
SCARANO
STAFF
GRIZZARD
GRIZZARD
KALB
WILSON
STAFF
CHI
FIORENTINO
FIORENTINO
JEFFREYS
PRESSNELL
KALB
GRIZZARD
SCARANO
STAFF
ACUFF
SLATER
STROMECKY
NABORS
LEE
BUVOET
DABBS
MCGREGOR
HEA
FOWLER
FINEGAN
MANJONE

• THESE CLASSES HA*

* PROPOSED

Plan ahead for Fall-Register for Sports and Fitness Courses Now!
BY PHONE: REGISTER BY PHONE AND CHARGE IT!

The University Of Alabama In Huntsville

Call (205) 895-6010 or if outside Huntsville, call 1-800-448-4031.
IN PERSON: Come to UAH, Division of Continuing Education

Cr^

Business Office, located in the Tom Bevill Center, weekdays between

0*xi

8:30 a.m.-noon and 1-5 p.m.

a n

For more information, call (205) 895-6007

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Institution

i n n o v a t i v e

a p p r o a c h

5P0RTS & FITNESS-The Right l^/love!
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1989 UAH HPE SUMMER CREDIT SCHEDULE
COURSE # SEC. LAB FEE

COURSE TITLE

DAYS

TIME

OCR.

BLDG.RM.

TEN WEEK SESSION
HPE 0100
HPE 0101
HPE 0101
HPE 0102
HPE 0102
HPE 0103
HPE 0104
HPE 0104
HPE 0104
HPE 0105
HPE 0105
HPE 0105
HPE 0106
HPE 0110
HPE 0110
HPE 0111
HPE 0113

01
01
02
01
02
01
02
03
04
01
02
03
01
01
02
01
01

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3

HPE 0116
HPE 0116
HPE 0117
HPE 0117
HPE 0125
HPE 0125
HPE 0126
HPE 0126
HPE 0126
HPE 0141
HPE 0141
HPE 0142
HPE 0142
HPE 0143
HPE 0143
HPE 0144
HPE 0144
HPE 0147
HPE 0149
HPE 0149
HPE 0149
HPE 0151
HPE 0151
HPE 0152
HPE 0152
HPE 0159
HPE 0159
HPE 0220
HPE 0220

02
03
01
02
01
02
01
02
03
01
02
01
02
01
02
01
02
01
01
02
03
01
02
01
02
01
02
01
02

1
1
1
1
10
10
6
6
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
5

HPE 0291

01

3

HPE 0104
HPE 0116
HPE 0143
HPE 0151
HPE 0169

01
01
03
03
01

1
1
1
1
1

FITNESS ENHANCEMENT
SLIMNASTICS
SLIMNASTICS
AEROBIC DANCE I
AEROBIC DANCE I
JOGGING FOR FITNESS/WGT. CONT.
BEG. WEIGHT TRAINING (FOR WOMEN ONLY)
BEG. WEIGHT TRAINING
BEG. WEIGHT TRAINING (FOR WOMEN)
BEG. KARATE
BEG. KARATE
BEG. KARATE
TAI CHI
BEG. SWIMMING
BEG. SWIMMING
SWIMNASTICS
BASIC SAILING (6/15)
LAB (6/17, 24. & 7/8)
RACQUETBALL
RACQUETBALL
BEG. TENNIS
BEG. TENNIS
BASIC HORSEBACK RIDING
BASIC HORSEBACK RIDING
BEG. GOLF
BEG. GOLF
BEG. GOLF
INTER. SWIMMING
INTER. SWIMMING
INTER. KARATE
INTER KARATE
INTER. TENNIS
INTER. TENNIS
INTER. RACQUETBALL
INTER. RACQUETBALL
INTER. GOLF
AEROBIC DANCE II
AEROBIC DANCE II
AEROBIC DANCE II
ADV. TENNIS
ADV. TENNIS
ADV. KARATE
ADV. KARATE
AEROBIC DANCE III
AEROBIC DANCE III
SCUBA
SCUBA
LAB
CPR INSTRUCTOR (6/17, 6/24. 6 7/1 only)

TT
MW
MW
MW
TT
TT
TT
MW
MW
MW
SU
TT
MW
MW
MF
MW
TH
SA
SA
TT
SA
TT
TU
TH
TH
SA
TU
MW
MF
TT
SU
MW
SA
SA
MW
SA
MW
TT
TT
SA
MW
MW
MW
MW
TT
TT
TH
SA
SA

8:15-9:15 a.m.
8-9 a.m.
5:15-6:15 a.m.
1220-120 p.m.
4:50-5:50 p.m.
625-725 a.m.
5:15-6:15 p.m.
11-noon
5:15-6:15 p.m.
1220-120 p.m.
1-3 p.m.
5-6 p.m.
6:15-730 p.m.
6:15-7:15 a.m.
4:15-5:15 p.m.
5:15-6:15 p.m.
6:15-9:15 p.m.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
8-10 a.m.
5-6 p.m.
10 a.m.-noon
5:15-6:15 p.m.
1-3 p.m.
1-3 p.m.
10:15 a.m.-l2:15
8-10 a.m.
530-730 p.m.
6:15-7:15 a.m.
4:15-5:15 p.m.
1220-120 p.m.
3-5 p.m.
5:15-6:15 p.m.
8-10 a.m.
10 a.m.-noon
5-6 p.m.
10 a.m.-noon
5:15-6:15 p.m.
12:15-1:15 p.m.
6:15-7:15 p.m.
8-10 a.m.
5:15-6:15 p.m.
5-6 p.m.
6-7 p.m.
5:15-6:15 p.m.
6:15-7:15 p.m.
4-6 p.m.
8-10 p.m.
10-noon
8-4 p.m.

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0

SH/8AL II
SH/BAL II
SH/BAL I
SH/BAL II
SH/BAL II
SH/110
SH/115
SH/115
SH/115
SH/BAL I
SH/BAL I
SH/BAL I
SH/BAL II
SH/POOL
SH/POOL
SH/POOL
SH/110
G'VILLE LAKE
SHOTS
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SP STABLE
SP STABLE
JETPLEX
JETPLEX
JETPLEX
SH/POOL
SH/POOL
SH/BAL I
SH/BAL I
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
JETPLEX
SH/BAL II
SH/BAL II
SH/BAL II
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/BAL I
SH/BAL 1
SH/BAL II
SH/BAL II
SH/POOL
SH/110
SH/POOL
SH/109

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

SH/115
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH/CTS
SH A TENN. RIVER

SCARANO

1.0

SH/CTS

ROSS

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0

SCARANO
SCARANO
B. ADAMS
STAFF
STAFF
SCARANO
KALB
GRIZZARD
KALB
GRIZZARD
GRIZZARD
SWANNER
CHI
MCGREGOR
ROBINSON
DOBBS
MOORE
GRIGGS
LYNN
RIDDLE
CORNELISON
FIORENTINO
FIORENTINO
EASTEP
EASTEP
EASTEP
MCGREGOR
ROBINSON
SWANNER
GRIZZARD
SCARANO
RIDDLE
GROVER
SHAW
EASTEP
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
RIDDLE
SCARANO
GRIZZARD
GRIZZARD
STAFF
STAFF
L MIMS
MCGREGOR
FOWLER

EIGHT-WEEK SESSION
BEG. WEIGHT TRAINING
RACQUETBALL
INTERMEDIATE TENNIS
ADVANCED TENNIS
ROWING/CREW (BASIC)

TT
MW
MW
MW
SA

10:45-noon
925-10:40 a.m.
930-10:45 a.m.
930-10:45 a.m.
8-10 a.m.

FLEISCHMAN

FIVE-WEEK SESSION
HPE 0117

03

1

TENNIS

TT

8-10 A.M.

Heat it up this Summer with UAH Sports and Fitness Courses.
BY PHONE: REGISTER BY PHONE AND CHARGE IT!
Call (205) 895-6010 or if outside Huntsville, call 1-800-448-4031.
IN PERSON: Come to UAH Division of Continuing Education
Business Office, located in the Tom Bevill Center, weekdays between
8:30 a.m.-noon and 1-5 p.m.
For more information, call (205) 895-6007

The University Of Alabama In Huntsville
a n

i n n o v a t i v e

a p p r o a c h

An Affirmative ActiOfVEoual Opportunity Institution

SPORTS AND FITNESS-The Right Move!
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